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            Abstract
Signal recognition particle (SRP) is a universally conserved protein–RNA complex that mediates co-translational protein translocation and membrane insertion by targeting translating ribosomes to membrane translocons1. The existence of parallel co- and post-translational transport pathways2, however, raises the question of the cellular substrate pool of SRP and the molecular basis of substrate selection. Here we determine the binding sites of bacterial SRP within the nascent proteome of Escherichia coli at amino acid resolution, by sequencing messenger RNA footprints of ribosome–nascent-chain complexes associated with SRP. SRP, on the basis of its strong preference for hydrophobic transmembrane domains (TMDs), constitutes a compartment-specific targeting factor for nascent inner membrane proteins (IMPs) that efficiently excludes signal-sequence-containing precursors of periplasmic and outer membrane proteins. SRP associates with hydrophobic TMDs enriched in consecutive stretches of hydrophobic and bulky aromatic amino acids immediately on their emergence from the ribosomal exit tunnel. By contrast with current models, N-terminal TMDs are frequently skipped and TMDs internal to the polypeptide sequence are selectively recognized. Furthermore, SRP binds several TMDs in many multi-spanning membrane proteins, suggesting cycles of SRP-mediated membrane targeting. SRP-mediated targeting is not accompanied by a transient slowdown of translation and is not influenced by the ribosome-associated chaperone trigger factor (TF), which has a distinct substrate pool and acts at different stages during translation. Overall, our proteome-wide data set of SRP-binding sites reveals the underlying principles of pathway decisions for nascent chains in bacteria, with SRP acting as the dominant triaging factor, sufficient to separate IMPs from substrates of the SecA–SecB post-translational translocation and TF-assisted cytosolic protein folding pathways.
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                    Figure 1: The SRP interactome.[image: ]


Figure 2: SRP–RNC interaction.[image: ]


Figure 3: SRP–nascent-chain-binding properties.[image: ]


Figure 4: SRP and TF specificity.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Selective ribosome profiling of E. coli SRP.
a, Experimental scheme of selective ribosome profiling (SeRP) of E. coli SRP-bound RNCs. Cells were harvested in mid-log phase via rapid filtration, frozen in liquid nitrogen and lysed in a frozen state with a cryo mill. After thawing, polysomes were digested with micrococcal nuclease. Monosomes were purified by sucrose cushion centrifugation (translatome). SRP-bound RNCs were immunopurified using an SRP-specific polyclonal rabbit antibody (SRP interactome). b, Bioanalyzer spectra quantifying the amount of co-purified ribosomes in control immunoprecipitation (top) and SRP immunoprecipitation (bottom). The 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) of the small ribosomal subunit and the 23S rRNA of the large subunit are indicated. c, Reproducibility of translatome (left) and SRP interactome (right) data sets from biological replicates d, Gene expression levels of translatome and SRP interactome are compared. Only SRP substrates that pass a threshold of twofold enrichment are coloured according to localization (cytoplasm in blue, inner membrane in red, outer membrane, lipoproteins and periplasm in green, no localization known in grey). e, CopA ratio-enrichment profile of SRP interactome and translatome, Pearson correlation coefficient 0.74. Light grey shadows indicate the variation between two biological replicates. f, DsbA ratio-enrichment profile, Pearson correlation coefficient 0.67. Shadows as in e. g, DnaK ratio-enrichment profile of SRP interactome and translatome. Shadows as in e.


Extended Data Figure 2 Selective ribosome profiling of E. coli SRP omitting detergents.
a, Gene expression levels of the translatome and SRP interactome are compared for different experimental setups (with detergents in lysis and wash buffer (n = 2), detergent only in wash buffer (n = 2) and omitting detergents at all (n = 1)). ORFs are coloured according to localization (cytoplasm in blue, inner membrane in red, outer membrane, lipoproteins and periplasm in green, no localization known in grey). b, DsbA ratio-enrichment profile in the absence of detergents (n = 1). c, Metagene SRP interaction profile aligned to the N terminus of the initial TMD that is skipped in the presence of detergents (orange) and in the absence of detergents (black). d, Ratio-enrichment profiles in the absence of detergents of MetI, MsbA and ManZ (n = 1).


Extended Data Figure 3 Interaction profiles of SRP with nascent YnhF, YohO, YbgT, MgrB and YbhT.
Light grey shading indicates the variation between two biological replicates.


Extended Data Figure 4 Heatmap representation of TMD positioning of inner membrane SRP substrates at the time point of first SRP binding.
TMDs are shown in dark red and segments (loops) located outside the membrane bilayer are shown in light grey, dashed lines indicate the area of the ribosomal tunnel exit. Substrates that are bound by SRP without exposing a TMD near the ribosome surface are shown at amino acid resolution. Amino acid colour code: highly hydrophobic amino acids, black; medium hydrophobic amino acids, dark grey; low hydrophobic amino acids, light grey; basic amino acids, blue; acidic amino acids, red; helix breakers, green.


Extended Data Figure 5 NuoA ratio enrichment profile of SRP binding.
Binding events are correlated with topology. SRP binds nascent NuoA when the first TMD is still buried in the tunnel. Light grey shadows indicate the variation between two biological replicates.


Extended Data Figure 6 SRP interaction profiles.
a–c, SRP interaction profile with nascent UraA (a), MetI (b) and SecY (c). SRP-binding peaks are correlated with protein topology. Light grey shading indicates variation between two biological replicates. d, SRP interaction profile with nascent CyoA in wild-type (WT) cells and cells overexpressing SRP and FtsY. Shading as in a–c.


Extended Data Figure 7 SRP interaction with purified RNCs at different salt concentration.
Left, cartoons illustrating the composition of nascent chains. Right, SRP–RNC interaction at indicated salt (ammonium acetate) concentrations analysed by sucrose cushion centrifugation and SDS–PAGE. Proteins are visualized using SYPRO Ruby Protein Gel Stain (Thermo Fisher Scientific). I, purified SRP; P, ribosomal pellet fraction; S, supernatant.


Extended Data Figure 8 Quantification of ribosome-exposed nascent-chain binding properties of SRP.
Four categories of binding markers (aliphatic amino acids, FILV motif, helix breakers and aromatic amino acids) quantified in bound TMDs, skipped TMDs and signal sequences.


Extended Data Figure 9 Interaction profile of TF and SRP with nascent MrcA.
TF, blue; SRP, orange. Light grey shading indicates the variation between two biological replicates.
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This file contains additional details about the proteome-wide SeRP data of SRP-nascent chain interactions in E. coli. Read counts of the translatome and the SRP interactome are compared, substrate identification methods are highlighted, quality scores (pearson correlation coefficient) are listed, initial SRP binding sites are given, retargeting and skipping events are indicated and topology information is provided. (XLSX 2035 kb)
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This file contains an analysis of the properties of bound and skipped transmembrane domains (TMDs), and signal sequences. (XLSX 10 kb)
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        Editorial Summary
Specificity of the signal recognition particle
As nascent proteins are generated by translating ribosomes, they are simultaneously targeted for translocation into the endoplasmic reticulum by a protein–RNA complex known as the signal recognition particle (SRP). Günter Kramer and colleagues investigate the nature of SRP substrates and how are they selected in a study of the SRP interactome in the bacterium Escherichia coli. They find that SRP almost exclusively targets hydrophobic transmembrane domains (TMDs) of inner membrane proteins, rejecting proteins of the outer membrane and the periplasmic space. Their data also contradict previous thinking that SRP associates with the first TMD to emerge from a ribosome, and show that in many proteins that will eventually span the membrane several times, the SRP binds several TMDs. In a related paper also in this issue of Nature, Judith Frydman and co-workers, studying yeast cells, find that the SRP preferentially binds substrates destined for secretion before they are fully translated — specifically, through the non-coding elements in their mRNA and before 'targeting signals' of these substrates are translated.
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